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I am a freelance translator, editor and proof-reader. I am looking for both short- and 

long-term projects, as I enjoy the variety of short-term work but am also looking to build 

up a clientele of returning or long-term customers. I am a quick and efficient worker and 

am usually able to work in evenings or weekends when needed. I am located in 

Stockholm, Sweden, which may affect my speed of answering messages at certain times 

of the day. 
 

Experience and Skills 
I began freelancing as a translator, editor and writer in 2014. I have experience with a 

range of different texts including technical documentation, gaming content, web copy, 

marketing texts, personal letters and academic texts.  
 
My native language is Swedish, and my English proficiency is native-like. I can translate 

the following language pairs: 
English -> Swedish 
Arabic -> Swedish 
Norwegian -> Swedish 
Danish -> Swedish 
Swedish -> English 
Arabic -> English 
 
I also offer services proofreading, editing and writing in Swedish and English. 
 

Educational Background 
I have a BA in Arabic with Middle Eastern studies and another in English Linguistics. I am 

currently studying toward a MA in English Linguistics. I have also studied folklore, 

philosophy and other subjects at university level. 
 

Outside of Freelancing 
Outside of freelancing, I have lengthy experience working with administration in the 

context of higher education. I also write fiction and poetry, and I enjoy reading, watching 

movies, baking and playing tabletop RPGs.  
 

Technical Competences 
 
I have worked with a range of CAT software systems, but have most experience in 

MemoQ. I am a quick study when it comes to software and am always happy to work in 

a new system. 
 
Pricing 
My standard rate for translation is €0.11/word. 
My standard rate for proofreading and editing is €0.03/word. 
My rate for content writing and MTPE is negotiated on a per-project basis. 

 
Contact Information 

Emma Lindhagen 
Email: emmalindhagen@hotmail.com 


